Tomatoes – All Indeterminate (they need staking and side shoots removing) unless
stated
Ailsa Craig – 1907 Salad Tomato 'Ailsa Craig' is particularly noted
for the exceptional flavour of its fruit, which ripens early in the
season. This well known gardener's favourite produces medium
sized tomatoes with a uniform size and shape and an excellent deep
colour. Grow this vigorous cordon variety in the greenhouse or
outdoors. Height: 200cm (79")

Alicante Salad RHS Award of Garden Merit Alicante is best
described as an improved Moneymaker type. Producing heavy crops
of uniform smooth, medium size fruits of good flavour which are
known for maturing quite early.

Banana Legs ( Yellow Determinate) Salad or Paste An extremely
prolific tomato, with 4” long yellow fruits that ripen to golden yellow.
Popular to brighten up salads or make a tomato paste

Berkeley Tie Dyed (Green with yellow and pink stripes)
Beefsteak 65-75 days. Every bite of this psychedelic-coloured
beefsteak-type is an experience. Big, succulent fruit can reach 8-12
ounces with a complex blend of flavours. The vivid, rosy-blushed fruit
has iridescent, green skin with sunny yellow streaks and an interior
that's a fascinating kaleidoscope of green with trails of red and
yellow. The relatively compact, indeterminate plants produce early
for such a large, delectable tomato.

Berner Rose Salad "The rose from Bern" was selected for the
purpose of preserving breed characteristics. Its very large fruits have
a delicious, red flesh and a slightly pinkish skin. A real delicacy!

Black Opal (Black) Salad Cherry A dark chocolate coloured cherry
tomato with a tangy yet sweet flavour and excellent texture. The small
fruits are borne on long, branched trusses and can produce
approximately 150 to 200 fruits per plant in an average growing
season. Shows good disease tolerance.

Black Russian (Purple/Mahogany) Salad These medium sized black
tomatoes grow on compact plants bearing plenty of dark mahoganybrown fruits, with a delicious blend of sugar and acid. Tomato 'Black
Russian' is an old variety with a rich, complex flavour that has to be
tasted to be believed..

Black Zebra Cherry (Purple/Mahogany) Salad Determinate plants
with firm fruit that is a treat just to look at. Colourful, zebra-streaked
skin surrounds a dark pinkish interior. Generously-sized cherry
tomatoes are a burst of robust, full-bodied flavour that is outstanding
and unique among its cherry tomato peers.
Brandywine (Pink) Beefsteak The most popular heirloom
vegetable! A favourite of many gardeners; large fruit with superb
flavour. A great potato-leafed variety from 1885! Beautiful pink fruit
up to 1-1/2 lbs. each!

Brandywine Black (Purple/Mahogany) – late 1920s Beefsteak A
combination of the classical rich Brandywine flavour with that of the
sweeter taste from the darker skinned tomatoes. These tomatoes
often weigh more than 500 grams. The plant is high yielding.

Carter’s Golden Sunrise (Yellow) Salad RHS Award of Garden
Merit Medium-sized yellow tomatoes with a distinctive flavour.
Resistant to greenback. For cultivation under glass or outdoors.
Recommended by the National Institute of Agricultural Botany.

Cherokee Purple (Purple/Mahogany) Beefsteak consistently ranks
very high in taste tests. Slice Cherokee Purple tomato for rich, dark
colour and unmatched sweet, rich taste on sandwiches or in salads.
The tomato is a beautiful dusky pink with a deep, rich-red interior.
Let the fruit ripen on the vine for the best flavour..

Cherrola F1 Cherry RHS Award of Garden Merit, A proven hybrid
variety that you can rely on. Giving large trusses and high yields of
tasty cherry tomatoes, which can be grown outside or in the
greenhouse.Cherrola has a moderate tolerance to blight. One

truss can bear up to 30 sweet tomatoes.

Costoluto Genovese (Red with Green Shoulders) Beefsteak
Large, juicy Italian heirloom tomato with an acidic-tart fulltomato flavour well suited for slicing and serving fresh or
cooking

Costoluto di Parma Beefsteak. Large meaty heavily scalloped fruits
with few seeds and excellent flavour. A traditional rustic mis-shapen
tomato. Heavy cropping. A classic tomato from Emilia Romagna, a
‘proper’ tomato, old fashioned with a lovely ‘lost’ flavour for you to
rediscover. Good for slicing and adding to salads or pizzas . Fruits
weigh up to 180g

Cream Sausage. Determinate Indoor/Outdoor Variety. Ideal for making
salsa or pasta sauce, the elongated, sausage-like fruits have a very good
flavour. It is also a prolific cropper. For growing outdoors.

Gardener’s Delight Cherry An easy to grow large cherry tomato
you can grow, inside or out. A vegetable classic which outdid more
modern forms in Sarah Raven’s recent taste trials. If kept frost free,
and the tips not pinched out, it crops until November. Its smaller fruit
will ripen even when light levels are low.

Glacier Salad Determinant One of the earliest maturing varieties
available withstanding far colder conditions than any other. A
compact potato leafed 3ft variety producing 2-3in bright red fruits of
excellent flavour. Performs well in cooler seasons readily setting
fruit and continuing to produce over a long period

Green Zebra Salad Determinant The fruits of this heritage variety
grow to approximately 2-3in/5-7cm in size, on large productive
plants. The strikingly pale, green striped skin turns towards yellow
on ripening but maintains its stripes! Sharper flavour than most
tomatoes

Harbinger – 1891 Salad Harbinger tomato is an early Old English
variety which produces a heavy yield of good flavoured medium size
fruits. This variety has the added benefit that it can be grown under
unheated protection as it tolerates the cool weather well.

Lemon Plum Salad Indoor or outside An unusual Heirloom variety
originating from St Petersburg, producing huge crops of 2 In cute
bright yellow fruits shaped exactly like a lemon on vigorous 4-5ft
plants. The flavour is light and crisp with a solid flesh like a paste
tomato. Extremely flexible for use in sauces or fresh. .

Marglobe (Determinate) -1917 Salad This old variety has heavy,
vigorous vines that produce high yields of large (5-6 oz.), uniform,
globe-shaped fruit. It is one of the first disease-resistant varieties; it
served as a source of resistance in Rutgers tomato. Plants are
determinate and fruits ripen all at once, making Marglobe a good
canning tomato.
Marmande (Semi-Determinate) – 1939 Beefsteak RHS Award of
Garden Merit Marmande' is a classic beefsteak large-fruited tomato
which produces the large, firm scarlet-red, ribbed fruits each
weighing 160 to 180 grams.
This French heritage variety is famous throughout Europe; it is
distinguished by its irregular cushion shape and touch of pink on the
shoulders.

Outdoor Girl Salad. RHS Award of Garden Merit As the name
suggests, has been bred for growing outdoors, either in the ground,
grow bags or large containers. The fruits are medium sized, at
around 60 - 80g and have good flavour. Outdoor Girl was notable in
the fact that it can produce ripened fruits outdoors during a cool
summer - if you don't have a greenhouse, this is one variety that you
should be growing.

.Pantano Beefsteak Tall beef tomato from Rome - vigorous and
productive with large semi scalloped fruits with few seeds and tasty,
thick flesh. Pick when the shoulders are still green for a solid meal

Red Alert Salad Determinant One of the earliest fruiting tomatoes
and a popular outdoor bush variety. Ideal for border or container
growing and requires no support. The sweet, tasty fruit should be
ready to pick just three months after sowing

Shirley F1 Salad Indoor or out An early, short-jointed type producing
large trusses that give heavy yields of good-shaped fruits. It is a good
choice for crops that are likely to be grown a bit colder than the norm.
Plant habit is fairly open.

Sub-Arctic Plenty Salad Tomato Sub Arctic Plenty grow very well
outdoors in cooler summers. Sets fruit well in cold conditions.
Produces masses of large cherry sized fruits which have good
flavour. Do you want to pick the first tomatoes outside? Then this
variety is for you. The seeds can be started off in the unheated
greenhouse. A very good variety if you are a novice gardener and
trying to grow tomatoes the first time.

Sungold F1 Salad RHS Award of Garden Merit considered by
many to be the best of the best for taste. Vigorous plants
produce small delicious tasting orange coloured fruits on long
trusses. If they make it back to the kitchen, they are great in
salads. Best grown in the greenhouse, but can be used for
planting outdoors later in the season.

Sweet Aperitif Cherry Salad RHS Award of Garden Merit an earlymaturing cordon type, which produces heavy crops of small red fruits.
It can either be grown in the greenhouse or used in growbags on the
patio and has excellent flavour.

Tamina Salad Bred for outdoors A 'potato-leaved' variety that
produces excellent crops of particularly tasty, medium sized tomatoes.
The rounded, rich red fruits attain average weights of 75g (2½oz) and
are especially well flavoured when cultivated outdoors, but can be
grown in the greenhouse if preferred.

Tigrella Salad RHS Award of Garden Merit a favourite for many
amateur gardeners for a very long time. The signature stripes on the
skin are the key reason for this but it is also an easy variety to grow
under cover. It does vary significantly depending on how and where it
is grown.

Tumbling Tom Red & Yellow
(Determinate) Cherry amazing hanging
basket performance with stems cascading
around the entire container. Early, prolific
producer of sweet, delicious cherry
tomatoes, each measuring 2 - 3cm in
diameter that are ideal for salads, or
straight onto the barbecue. Plant in
containers as well as Hanging Baskets.
For planting outdoors, but just as good in
the greenhouse
Valencia Salad Strong plants and the taste is said to be very good perfect balance of sweet and tangy, very fresh. The texture is great
too, not a lot of seeds, not too watery. The skin is a bit thick, but very
it's easy to peel.

